Natural and Cultural Asset Plan Meeting #4 [Review Draft]
Date: June 6th, 2022
Time: 9:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Location: James City County Offices
In-person attendance: Jay Everson, Matthew Woolsey, Mary Bressler, Alain Outlaw, Adrienne Frank,
Ryann Greifenberger. Absent: Bruce Abbott
JCC staff: Tammy Rosario
GIC staff: Karen Firehock, Christian Schluter
Meeting Purpose: Review the proposed network connectivity map for priority natural and cultural
assets and potential strategies for the implementation plan. Map edits are found at the end of this
summary. Refer to meeting materials on county website for maps and slides presented.
Approval of meeting summary: Matt Woolsey recommended approval, seconded by Jay Everson. All
members present voted to accept the April 14, 2022 summary as presented.
Public Comment: No members of the public attended to comment.
Update on status of asset maps – Consultants noted that they had completed updates from NCAMC
comments and JCC staff. One member asked why some maps were hard to see (low resolution).
Consultants commented that they were all supplied to the county at high resolution but website staff
may have reduced the resolution of some of them. JCC staff promised to look into this issue to see if
there could be some options offered such as a quick view version and a high resolution version (Note:
This issue has now been solved by JCC.)
Overview of Where We Are in the Process. Staff noted that the process is now engaged in wrapping up
assets and moving on to evaluating risks, identifying opportunities and recommending strategies.
Review of network map connecting corridors – Maps displayed for committee.
The following background was provided in the meeting agenda:
“What should we prioritize and connect? See draft corridor locations on map and comment. We
want to connect priority cores. A priority core is one that has:
 High ecological value using ranking developed by VA Natural Heritage Program
 High recreation value based on its purpose as a park, trail, boating or fishing area etc.
 High cultural value due to having archeological, historic or social importance, part of a
community character area etc.
A core area having all three of the values above – ecology, recreation and cultural importance –
could become the highest ranked. However, an area could be important due primarily to ecological
values (supports wildlife and native habitats) or it could be less ecologically important core but
support multiple cultural values. Note that there are unknown archeological sites (Colonial or Native
American), so just because an area does not list them does not mean that an area lacks cultural
importance.
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Connectivity (as was covered in NCAMC workshops 1 and 2) is important for species survival and
fosters biodiversity but it also could support cultural values such as connections as a future trail.
Connectivity is achieved through corridors which are modeled across the landscape based on
whether there are clear and unobstructed pathways. A corridor can’t cross a major road, but it could
go under a road if there is a bridge above and enough room for passage below. Modeled corridors
to connect high priority core areas will be presented. Some cores may not have high connectivity so
they may be at higher risk, but they still could be protected. An ideal corridor is at least 1000 feet
wide (approximately) with native landcover (e.g., trees) but there could be options to reconnect
areas that are fragmented by planting back native vegetative cover. Those would be called
restoration corridors. Streams and rivers often are good corridors too.
Notation of an area as high priority does not imply that there will be any action to change its current
use, ownership or property rights. The strategies to help conserve these important places will be
shared with the committee a week before this meeting and at this meeting for comment. Areas that
were noted as important and also at high risk may need more concerted effort to protect whereas
an area that is already highly important but within a park and well managed may not need any
additional strategies to ensure its longevity.”
Map Review of Past Edits
Committee members reviewed the maps with the above caveats in mind and made the following
edits/suggestions. Images of edits on maps are referenced in text below and seen on map images
provided at the end of this summary.
Habitat Cores and Corridors:


See map edits re: duplicative labels to edit (e.g. Governors Landing etc.)



Change the title to Natural Habitat Cores and Corridors (also consultants to remove non-viable
corridors from field trip site checks conducted by consultants and from map investigation).



New corridors were added during the meeting. See the marker edits on the maps. Also remove
the connections that consultants found during site visits do not work (impassable) and remove
additional crossings found to be not viable for wildlife passage.



Move the Hunters Creek Label over (see map).



Make a note at pond site (rare plants and butterflies plus 33 bird species observed at pond) - see
map and make a high priority site. See the black line around the area. Uprank this to priority
based on field visits and add the above note to the notes for this core in the attributes table.



Use the Capital Trail -- see dashed line on the map as a possible corridor (since the trail will exist
and can be a corridor as well).



Add a dashed line to show the future development area boundary on the cores map. (Note: This
was added to the risk map).



Add a note to the map legend (or text box): Areas that have high value natural resources will
need extra care when creating development plans so as to maximize conservation and
connectivity through the site.

Forestry:
 One member suggested descriptive box to describe what symbology means re: forestry. Add
that forestry means that a tract is wooded and large enough to support forestry activities. Add
this text:
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Wooded tracts that are large enough to economically support on-going forestry are highlighted
as hatched. However, sites have not been assessed for the commercial value of any timber on
site nor does this coding suggest that these sites should be logged. They may have higher or
better uses for other values such as wildlife habitat or groundwater recharge.
Agriculture Map:


Remove Taylor Farm from the map. One committee member advocated removing Taylor Farm
because it was identified by the county as a site for future growth and he felt that showing the
farm might upset people later when it was developed since the county intends that site to
become a more intensive use, such as residential. After some discussion, members agreed it was
okay to remove the farm from the agriculture map.



Lavender is misspelled in Sweethaven Lavender.



Change the symbols GIC had made from (Cultural Farm) to just Farm (use farm names).



Change the Kel Rae Pick Your Own symbol. Change to Kel Rae Food Hub and make the symbol
for a farmers’ market.



Delete Brass Shop.



Change the Williamsburg Community Growers to a market symbol.



Carleton Farm – recently renamed JW Farm (PIN 4630100001B)



Eagle Tree Farm - should be labeled in the parcel data. Add to the AG map.

Culture Map:


Change the icon for the pottery factory site (it is not a historic site) so just put cultural symbol.



The legend should say “Community Character Corridor”.



Change camera icon for Bush Gardens, make it a Ferris wheel or something showing amusement
park.



Legend: Virginia Landmarks Register/National Register of Historic Places



Remove duplicates for Governor’s Landing and Greensprings (see images of maps in folder).



Remove the duplicate College Landing (see images in folder).



Confederate Soldier Cemetery - The correct PIN is 1230700004 and the label should be BushBranch Family Cemetery



Lavender is misspelled in Sweethaven Lavender (note this is on two different maps).



Add a cemetery icon for New Zion Cemetery (JCC staff to provide).

Recreation Map:


Move the walking icon down to the James River (see map).



There is a proposed (actual??) Boat trail called the Birthplace of America Trail. JCC staff to send
to add to map. (Note: This is a proposed multi-use trail called BOAT; JCC provided shapefiles.)



Delete Carter’s Grove Country Rd. label and the bike and binocular icons.
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JCC to check with transportation planner as to whether any of the bike routes from a recent
book have been digitized (will let GIC know by 06/14). (Note this has been checked and all
routes are already on the map except for one that is outside of the county boundary.)



Are there any birding and wildlife trails to add (check if already on there)?



Add the water public access to the map (see note on map)



Add Water Trail Labels:
o Chickahominy River Water Trail
o York River Water Trail
o Capt. John Smith Water Trail (overlapping with Lower James River Water Trail, I believe)
o Lower James River Water Trail https://thejamesriver.org/explore-the-james/jamesriver-maps/



Add label “Jamestown Beach Event Park”.



Move the walking icon out of the neighborhood and in between the bird and the bike at
Greensprings.

Risk Map:
 The conservation easement at the Stonehouse site should preclude solar so that needs to be
removed as a risk. See the map edit re Solar or no?


Risk Map format for public meeting: Make one poster with squares for each of the risks
(development, SLR etc.) and then one large map for the sum of risks so people can see how it
was derived and see risks by individual map.

Discussion of Opportunities and Strategies
Consultants used the maps and past committee discussions and public input as well as comprehensive
plan goals to draft a list of goals and objectives. Using the priorities (most important places) and the risk
maps (areas that could be mostly likely to be changed, impacted or removed) the county can now look
to where new efforts/strategies should be focused. What might change without any new actions? For
example, which areas are most important to highlight for actions such as inclusion in ag forestal districts,
or conservation easements (both voluntary actions for the landowner)? The strategy list was sent out
with the agenda one week ahead of this meeting. (See meeting materials on county website for strategy
list.) The committee went through each strategy and reached agreement to include all of them. For any
that were discussed as to concerns those concerns are listed below. Staff noted that for areas of concern
they will investigate if changes are needed. Following are highlights of strategies that received additional
discussion.
Strategy Goal 1 c. regarding providing design guidance for developers to allow for site connectivity or to
use the habitat maps to prioritize where open space should be located, one member noted that
“cluster” developments have been turned down and cluster is a “trigger word” so be very careful in how
this is described.
Strategy Goal 1 f. Areas where parks will be flooded. One member was concerned that the land is also
sinking and also questioned the validity of the sea (water levels) rising. Staff noted that regardless, land
is being inundated and the county comp plan already acknowledges sea level rise. Whatever the cause,
it was agreed that some areas may be flooded in the future and parks or water dependent facilities such
as boat ramps may need to move upland to avoid repeated or continued inundation.
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Strategy Goal 2 b. A member asked if the Farm Link program is realistic. Staff noted that the program to
match retiring farmers with younger farmers who want to start farms has had some success elsewhere
and could be better marketed in the county.
Strategy Goals 2, d. Create a heritage tourism route. A member noted that the private sector should be
engaged in getting this objective done.
Strategy Goal 4. A. A member commented that this requirement to have bonding for trees seems
onerous so staff should look into this further.
Strategy Goal 4. B. A member commented that strategy Goal 4 a. makes 4 b. unnecessary. Consultants
noted that the lack of soil planting depth requirements can cause tree plantings to fail and many sites
have been observed in Virginia to have failing trees. Trees survive the first 1-2 years and then begin to
die due to lack of growing space. This would not show up in a site visit to inspect trees because trees
often begin to decline after certificates of occupancy have been obtained.
Strategy Goal 4. C. A member commented this requirement for more diversity may impact businesses
and make it harder to do business. Consultants commented that it’s a best practice to provide more
detailed guidance. There are some species that are inappropriate in some locations versus others and
the county should have this information available. The example of Red Maple was given as a tree that is
great as a lawn tree but is unsuitable for parking lots because it does not handle heat stress from
pavement well.
Other comments:
Committee members were interested in the county adding general landowner information about
habitats and plants to the county’s website as well as information about invasive plants. The county
should explore projects to eradicate invasive, non-native plants on public lands.
Next Steps and Preparation for the Open House June 29, 2022
The open house will be held at the Recreation Center from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. on Wed. June 29, 2022
Consultants explained that the format would be “drop in” format with maps displayed and strategies
displayed. A formal presentation with audience discussion will be held from 5:00 – 5:30 with public
comment from 5:30 to 6:00. Consultant staff will be available to take comments during the entire open
house. Participants will be able to comment on (like, dislike or amend) strategies and to offer new
strategy ideas. The timeframe of 4-7 p.m. was provided as way to allow people to come early and leave
early or come later and stay later. Committee members were requested to attend and to encourage at
least 10 people from your district to attend too! Members were polled as to whether they would be
comfortable helping the public review the maps and several commented that they could assist with this
task at the meeting.
Consultants noted that the survey would be open from a few days before the meeting and remain open
until July 10 so as to allow people ample time to comment following the long July 4th holiday weekend. It
was noted that comments should be given at the community meeting but not at both. There are
identical opportunities to see the presentation and comment on line or at the meeting.
The meeting adjourned at 12:00 p.m.
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Map Notations from Meeting: x means delete. Arrows show new corridor.
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